
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          
March 2018 

                                         Greetings in the lovely name of Jesus! If time and space permitted, I could write page   
                                after page of all the many blessings, opportunities, and various open doors during these  
                                past 2 months. Please allow me to be very brief. Praise God we were in 29 churches in 7  
                                different states, including a school chapel in TX, a Church Planter’s Conference in OK, in 2 
                                revivals in NC, 2 pastor’s fellowships in TX & OK, and a Missions Jubilee in NC. We also had  
                                the opportunity to go to Allen a few times recently, as well as knock on several hundred  
                                doors one Monday afternoon while in that area. It was during the time spent in Allen, that 
                                the unheard cries of those precious lost souls began to scream out in horror and despair for  
                                help. We can clearly visualize them crying out from Hell, if we don’t go reach them!  
                                At a casual glance many people look upon Allen, TX and see their vast wealth and  
                                prosperity and say within themselves, (as well as to my family and I), those people are too  
                                wealthy for Jesus, and besides a church will never make it there because it’s too expensive.  
                                Pastors have even said that Old-Fashioned Fervent Bible Preaching is outdated and will not  
                                work in Allen, TX. Although we recognize that it is going to be a very difficult work, it is not 
                                our work, it is God’s work, and we are only called upon to be faithful and obedient to Him! 
                                    We want to say thank you to those that pray for and support us already. Your sacrifice is  
                                not in vain and we are very grateful. I would like to be very transparent right here. Allen is a 
                                very expensive place to live i.e.: (Median Home Price-$517K, Property-$151/Sq. Foot, Avg. 
                                Rent-$2500, Avg. Store Front Rent-$4000, Land $1M/2acres). Due to the astronomical costs  
                                of living in Allen, we must raise a lot of support in order to be effective once we get there. 
                                We are pleading for your support at this time so that we may quickly get to Allen, and begin  
                                the work of establishing Harvest Baptist Church. We are asking for 120 individuals, families, 
                                and/or churches to please commit to $50/month for the next 3-5 years. As soon as we can  
                                get this money committed we will move ahead and relocate to Allen, TX to begin this work. 
                                I know that this is not the typical way that support is raised, and it really can take a while 
                                to raise this kind of support, but we are working hard at it, and begging God to do it all in a  
                                miraculous time and fashion like not seen in recent days. HE IS STILL ABLE!!! Thank you for  
                                taking time to read, pray and give to the cause of Christ. It’s ALL about HIM!! Praying for 
                                souls to be saved, lives to be changed, and co-laborers to be sent as we try to reach Allen!  
                             
                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                 In Christ, 
                                                                                                                                                                                 The Leake Family 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Matt. 9:38 

                                                                                                                                              

                                                         


